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Analysis
01. Ventilation

Different ventilation schedules will be tested for optimal
internal temperature outcome. This will then be used
to determine whether the 2 analyzed areas require
a tilt and slide window (50/80% side opening) or if a
simple tilt is enough to keep a comfortable internal
temperature and get enough fresh air.

02. Facade
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Analysis of the mesh facade and its transmittance to
determine the mesh opening that would be optimal for
the 2 tested areas.
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03.Materials

The final analysis was focused on the construction
of the building through its wall and glazing
materials. The walls were analyzed as original
and then a change, similarly glazing was altered
and compared. A summary of the 2 apartment
zones and the best materials for their space was
developed based on internal thermal comfort.

Simulation
assumptions
Height

- Level: 13

Occupancy

- Residential
- Weekday 5pm-8am
- Weekend - All day
- Public holiday - All day

Internal Gains

- People occupancy
- Task lighting

Progression

- Each optimal outcome will
be carried on to the next set
of analysis

DETERMINING OPENING SCHEDULE, AND TESTING 25% TOP TILT

Window opening assessment

open - Above 18o, below 28o

25 degrees at top G1 open - Above 20o, below 28o

25 degrees at top

G1

The current glazing design for this buildings includes ‘tilt and slide’ windows. This
analysis aims to determine whether they are essential to the buildings internal comfort or if a simple ‘tilt’ window will suffice. This will assist in reducing costs and is a
safer option for a high rise building reducing additional safety measures that may
need to be included for full opening windows. First the optional opening schedule will be determined and then analysis on window % opening and direction and
resulting internal temperature results.
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INTERNAL TEMPERATURE FOR SIDE OPENING
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25% top

Apartment 1
Max temp oC Max Ventilation
(ac/h)
125
33.7

50% side

33.5

80% side

33.1

25% top
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80% side
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Apartment 1

80% opening slid
from the side

7.5m
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VENTILATION FOR TILT 25% OPENING

Apartment 3
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Conclusion:

The best window opening schedule
found was, between 18 -28 degrees. This
allowed the most benefit with reducing
Summer heat.(more options were tried
than can be shown on this sheet)
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380

The difference of the internal space
between the 25% tilt and the 50%/80%
Apartment 3
0m
2.5m
5m
7.5m
Max Ventilation right slide, is minor. This is less than 1
o
degree drop in temperature. However it
Max temp C (ac/h)
can be seen in figure 11, that apartment 3
14
33.5
needs all the fresh air it can get, whereas
33.5
1, has alot more. Therefore i propose tilt
14
33
and slide windows to 80% for apartment 3
and just 25% tilt for apartment 1.
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Apartment 3 simulated zone

80o at the side
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25o at top

Apartment 1 simulated zone

Apartment 3

50o at the side
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Facade/Shading assessment
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Apartment 1
Winter
Min Inter- Ave Inter- Max Solar
heat gain
nal temp nal temp
o
o
(KW)
( C)
( C)
o
19.35
30% 15.86
2.1
o
50% 15.85
2.1
19.51
70% 15.87o
2.1
19.64
o
15.86
90%
19.75
2.2

Max Internal temp
(oC)
36o
37o
37o
38.5o

Summer
Ave Internal temp
(oC)
27.05
28.08
28.49
28.89

Max Solar
heat gain
(KW)
1.05
1.42
1.9
2.23

Winter
30% transmittance (0.3)

S1

Apartment 1

50% transmittance (0.5)

The building features an expanded mesh shading system that is operable.
The aim of the facade/shading analysis is to determine the opening size of
the expanded mesh for the 2 anaylised areas. Furthermore the solar gain for
the spaces was analyzed to determine how the open screen affects direct
sun. The heat gain will need to be balanced with the internal temperature, too
small of a mesh opening will reduce the winter temperature but too large will
diminish its shading ability.

Apartment 3
Summer

Winter

Summer

Internal gains - Summer apt 1 - 30%

Average int temp
Internal gains -Winter 19.35
apt 1 - 30%

Average int temp
27.05o

min int Ave int Average int temp
ave solar gain- 20.15o
Internal gains -Winter apt 3 - 30% shad-

Average int temp
o
Internal
- Summer apt 3 - 30%
24.8gains

32.91o

min int - 15.85
Ave int - 19.36
Average int temp
max solar gain- 2.1
Internal gains -Winter apt
1 - 50% shad19.51

Average int temp
28.08
Internal gains - Summer apt 1 - 50%

min int Ave int Average int temp
ave solar gain- 20.38
Internal gains -Winter apt 3 - 50%

Average int temp
Internal gains - Summer
apt 3 - 50%
24.97

70% 17.79
90% 17.85o

o

20.43
20.45

Max Solar
heat gain
(KW)
0.4

Max Internal temp
(oC)
33o

Summer
Ave Internal temp
(oC)
24.8

Max Solar
heat gain
(oC)
0.27

0.82
0.9
0.9

33.5o
33.5o
33.9o

24.97
25.03
25.09

0.47
0.64
0.70

Conculsion
This analysis illustrated that the screen facade only alters
the average internal temperature slightly. However as
a result of the above analysis the screen transmittance
should be as shown below for maximium results.
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90% transmittance (0.9)

Winter
Min Inter- Ave Internal temp nal temp
(oC)
(oC)
o
30% 17.84
20.15
o
50% 17.82
20.38

70% transmittance (0.7)

Apartment 3

32.57o
min int - 15.86Average int temp
Ave int 19.64
ave solar gainInternal gains -Winter apt 1 - 70%

min int Ave int ave solar gainAverage int temp
19.75

Average int temp
28.49
Internal gains -Summer apt 1 - 70%

Average int temp
28.89

min int Average int temp
Ave int 20.43
ave
solargains
gain--Winter
Internal
apt 3 - 70%

min int Ave int ave solar gain-

Average int temp
20.45

Average int temp
25.03
Internal gains -Summer
apt 3 - 70%

Average int temp
25.09

Material assessment
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Results
Apartment 1
Average internal
temp (oC)
19.74

22.56

15.23

18.03

33.95

22.54

18.05

Glaz 3

33.12

22.37

15.32
15.13

18.07

Summer 0.7 trans, Winter 0.9 trans
Windows open between 18-28
degrees. 25% top.

Apartment 3

Mat 1

Summer
Winter
0m
2.5m
5m
7.5m
o
Average
internal
Min temp (oC) Average internal
Max temp C
temp (oC)
temp (oC)
24.01
17.3
20.29
32.89

Mat 2
Glaz 2

29.98
29.86

23.6

19.94

21.28

23.6

20.24

21.36

Glaz 3

28.74

23.4

20.32

21.38

0.9 trans
Windows open between 18-28
degrees. 80% front right.

Conclusion
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W1 W2 W4
2
2

Apt 3

Apt 1

The updated wall material type 2, resulted in slightly improved internal thermal
comfort. Overall apartment 3 performs better than apartment 1, and achieves
a maximum summer temperature of below 30o, with the new materials and
glazing type 1, this is the cheapest outcome and therefore is proposed for
apartment 3. Apartment 1 however, is much warmer in summer and cooler in
winter meaning a triple glazed option in conjunction with material type 2 would
be best.

G2

W3
W1 W2 W4
2
2

Summer

13mm
plasterboard
100mm
precast
concrete
13mm
cement
render

apt 1
Winter 0.9 transmittance

13 90 150 13 U value

0.338

Apartment 3
W4
2

G2

30mm air gap
Wood framing
R14 expanded
polystyrene

External wall. Mesh

33.95

U value

Materials changes type 2 (change)

Mat 2
Glaz 2

7mm
lightweight
metal
cladding

13 90 150 30 7 0.342

Glazing type 2 (change)

Mat 1

Summer
Winter
o
Average
internal
Min temp oC
Max temp C
temp (oC)
15.20
28.22
37.34

Expanded
polystyrene

External wall. Mesh

W1

90mm
timber
stud
90mm batt
insulation

W3

W4

N
N

13 90 26

Winter

W2

apt 1
Apt 1

20mm air gap
7mm aluminum
metal cladding

13 90 15030 7

13mm
plasterboard

U value
1.761

13mm
plasterboard
20mm air gap
13mm cement
render
150mm precast
concrete

apt 3
Summer 0.9 transmittance

13 90 150 13

U value
0.342
6mm
double
glazing
13mm Air
gap
6mm
generic low
e glazing

90mm timber
stud
R14 batt
insulation

W3
2

0.9 shading
transmittance

G1

U value
2.511

U value
26 90 20 90 26 0.019

Summer

W3
1

13mm
plasterboard

U value
0.338

G3

6mm clear
Triple glazing
6mm low e
glazing
13mm Air gap

U value
1.761

Winter

W4
1

External wall. Render

W1
1

W1
1

G1

6mm clear
Double
glazing
13mm air

External wall. Mesh

W3
1

G1

G1

2x 13mm
plasterboard

Glazing type 3 (change)

W1
1

G1

90mm
timber
stud
90mm batt
insulation

W2

90mm batt
insulation
2x 13mm
plasterboard

Interior

Monday to Friday - 5pm-7am
Sat and Sun - All day
Public holiday - All day

Double
90mm
timber
stud

W1

Acoustic partition

Residential

Fire partition wall

W4
1

W1 W2 G1 W3 W4 Apartment 1

User profile

Materials type 1 (original)

Aim
The aim is to test the existing wall and
glazing materials against a different
type, to determine the type that will
produce the best internal thermal
comfort outcome.

Material type 1
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Winter 0.9 transmittance
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Green Star

WELL

Building management

Below are some of the main well concepts
featured in the building

12/12

- These building should aim to include all these 		
elements through the entirety of the process

Energy
26/29

- Peak energy reduction
- This building is able to function with a comfortable
interior thermal climate without the assistance of 		
mechanical ventilation for most of the year. This is
evident throughout the above testing and is a result
of improved design elements such as ventilation, 		
materials and shading/facade. As a result it should
receive 2/2 for peak energy demand reduction.
- Furthermore the building includes offices and 		
apartments that will operate at peak at alternate times.
- Lighting zone (2/2)
- Individual zones have their own zones and it is 		
occupancy based within the above analysis as 		
‘task lighting’ meaning it is only used when needed.

Transport
10/11
- Car parking (3/3)
- The site itself contains no newly constructed 		
car parking, instead it relies on the existing carpark
behind. This includes some designated share cars and
reduces the appeal of owning a car, as the apartment
does not come with an automatic park.
Fuel efficient transport (1/1)
- The carpark will include designated hybrid/small car
parking. Motorbike parking out the front of the building

Materials
17/22

- Recycling waste storage (2/2)
- The designed trash shoots includes recycling as a
designated space, with storage space allocated with
in the basement. It is located within 20m of the main
lift core
- Building reuse (3/6)
- The building includes the reuse of a small 2 storey
structure, more than 90% of the existing facade is 		
reused. 30% of the existing structure is reused 		
through maintaining footings and walls.
- Steel (-)
- N/A. As can be seen within the material analysis.
- Concrete (2/3)
- The building should aim to use reused aggregate
		wherever possible
- Sustainable timber (2/2)
- The building mainly consists of timber walls and 		
these would be sustainably sourced and/or 		
reused wherever possible
- Design for disassembly (1/1)
- All external facade panels have been detailed as front
fixed in a single unit, meaning items can be disassembled with
ease
- Dematerialisation (1/1)
- Many examples of this exist including within the 		
glazing analysis where a double glazing 			
was chosen over a triple, even though its 			
performance was minutely better.

Land use/Ecology
Cyclist facilities (1/3)
- The building includes locked up bike storage for 		
residents and office staff. As well as street bike racks.
However showers aren’t offered as part of this as 		
people have their own residential shower

The site is not located on a positioned deemed of natural value,
such as a wetland, forest etc. It was previously a bitumen carpark, if anything the building will add to the natural more than the
existing site.

Communting/mass transport (5/5)

Emissions

Water

Water metres (1/1)

Landscape irrigation (1/1)
-The building only includes a very small percentage of
irrigation and the part that is landscaped is watered
through collected rainwater
Fire system water consumption (1/1)
- A large rainwater tank supports most of the water
needs of a fire protection system

- This building utilizes a radiant heating/cooling system, reducing
the hvac emissions. Furthermore testing above shows that with
the designed components of windows, doors, orientation, materials and shading a comfortable thermal temperature can be
received almost year round, reducing the need for any hvac. The
radiant system also means heat is still retained days after being
turned off.
Watercourse pollution (4/4)
- the building aims to collect the rainwater run off and store it within an underground water tank.

- Fundamental air quality/Ventilation effectiveness/
Enhanced ventilation
- Every apartment has access to fresh air,
rooms without 		
have exhaust systems
- Smoke free environment
- Operable windows
- As shown above
- Combustion minimization
- Heating is radiant, reduction pollutants and
boilers etc 		
are kept in the basement
- Source separation
- air pollutant sources such as lifts, waste
etc are kept to 		
one zone and isolated from
living spaces.
Water
- Fundamental water quality
- All recycled water will be treated/filtered
- Healthy drinking water
- Fresh drinking water will be provided
- Quality will be consistent
- Moisture management
- Exhaust fans are fitted to every bathroom
and rangehoods exhaust cooking moisture.
- Onsite non-poable water reuse
- Reused water to be filtered and treated 		
correctly
- reused water for toilets only
Intent
- Nutritional transparency
- The cafe will have nutritional transparency
- Refined ingredients
- Portion sizes
- Cafe and childcare/kindy
- Nutritional Education
- the childcare/kindy will support nutritional
education
- Special diets
- Food preparation
- Responsible food sourcing
LIGHT FEATURES
- Visual lighting design
- Glare control
- Enhanced daylight access
- Visual balance
- Electric light quality
- Occupant control of lighting environments
- Individually zoned lighting with dimmer
MOVEMENT FEATURES
- Active buildings and communities
- Bike storage and city lifestyle
-Movement network and circulation

- A main stair gives residents access to 		
letterboxes etc
- Site planning and selection
- Exterior active design
- Building aims to improve the streets pedestrian network
THERMAL
- Thermal performance
- Enhanced thermal performance
- Thermal zoning / Individual thermal comfort
- Radiant thermal comfort
- The only heating and cooling is a radiant
system
SOUND
- Sound mapping
- Maximum noise level
- Sound barrier
- Internal walls have 3 levels of acoustic
performance
MATERIAL FEATURES
- Fundamental material precautions
- Exterior materials and structures
- Waste management
MIND
- Access to nature
- Most bedrooms have access to a ‘light 		
shelf’ allowing planted pots to become a 		
prime view out of the window.
COMMUNITY
- Occupant survey
- Integrative design
- Accessibility and Universal design

